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Problem

- The rate of vaccine refusal has increased nationally (Mellerson et al., 2018).
- Many parents have concerns about vaccines, regardless of their ultimate decision on whether to vaccinate their children or not (Freed et al., 2009).
- Children that miss one or more vaccinations are more likely to have a mother without a college degree (Smith et al., 2004).
- Vaccine refusal puts both the child and the community at risk for vaccine-preventable illnesses.
- There is falsified and fraudulent information on the internet and media regarding vaccinations.
Consequences of Vaccine Refusal

• Risk of infection is increased in non-vaccinated children (Glanz et al., 2010)
  • 9-fold for varicella
  • 35-fold for measles
  • 6- to 28-fold for pertussis

• 57 percent of measles cases in the United States from 2000-2015 were from patients that had no history of the vaccination (Phadke et al., 2016)
Community Perspective

• Dr. Luebbers, a provider at the South Burlington medical clinic, states it is common for “parents to agree to some vaccines but not others”. He also notes that it is often helpful to talk about vaccination purposes, side effects, and effectiveness when parents are hesitant. Lastly he reports giving parents handouts addressing their concerns regarding vaccinations can be helpful.

• Dr. Keegan, another provider at South Burlington, mentions the main vaccine that is refused at the South Burlington office is the HPV vaccine. She comments that the vaccine can often be associated with sexual activity which makes parents hesitant. However, she says when she reinforces that the HPV vaccine can prevent cervical cancer; parents are more likely to agree to getting it for the child.
Intervention

• Encourage providers to establish a positive dialogue with parents that creates a shared goal, explores vaccine benefits and safety, and allows parents to make an informed decision

• Identify concerns and common misconceptions amongst parents (for example - that vaccines can cause autism)

• Share educational handouts and peer reviewed resources
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Results

• Providers at the South Burlington medical practice agree to provide peer reviewed resources, including handouts, to parents with concerns regarding vaccinations. In addition, providers agree to engage in dialogue with parents to clarify common misconceptions such as the effectiveness of vaccines or certain possible side effects.

• Surveys suggest that approximately one-third to one-half of vaccine-hesitant parents eventually vaccinate their children (Gust et al., 2008).

• Health care providers can have significant influence on parental decisions regarding immunizations.
Limitations

• Providers have limited time with patients.
• Some parents are not open to discussing vaccinations.
• Past painful experiences with vaccinations can make parents hesitant to pursue further vaccinations.
• Parents are influenced from information in media that is not always true.
• Some parents don’t read handouts given to them.
Future Projects

• A office survey that addresses parents’ concern regarding vaccines.
• Evaluation of parents beliefs and notions after dialogue and education with the provider.
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